
Fuso Kumi Bo (1st Bo Drill)
Attacker Defender

1) Bo kamai. Right foot / Right hand, bo 
front forward.

1) Yoi: Musubi-dachi. Bo vertical on right 
thumbs down. Left arm across the chest.

2) R-step forward in shizentai-dachi. R-
thrust to solar plexus.

2) L-step back into R-zenkutsu-dachi. 
Fuso block (thumbs dn) weak side (left). 

3) High block with bo middle. 3) R-down strike with bo front.

4) Low block with bo middle. 4) R-thrust to abdomen with bo front.

5) R-step back into shiko-dachi. L-low 
block with bo back.

5) L-step forward into shiko-dachi. L-low 
sweep strike with bo back to knee. 

6) Pull left foot back to L neko ashi-dachi 
to avoid foot stab while raising bo.

6) R-step forward, as you pass midpoint 
L-foot stab at attacker's L foot.

7) Continue stepping back L to R 
zenkutsu-dachi. High block with bo 
middle.

7) Continue R step forward into R 
zenkutsu-dachi. R down strike with bo 
front.

8) R-step back into shiko-dachi. L-low 
block with bo back.

8) L-step forward into shiko-dachi. L-low 
sweep strike with bo back.

9) R-step forward into R-zenkutsu-dachi. 
Nagamine side strike from left to right.

9) L-step back into R-zenkutsu-dachi. 
Fuso block to the strong side (right).

10) High block middle, Down block 
middle, High block middle, Side block 
back/left, Side block front/right.

10) 5-strikes. Down (bo front), Up (bo 
back, bo front on same side), Down (bo 
front), Side (back/left), Side (front/right).

11) L-step forward into L-zenkutsu-dachi. 
Hand switch. Nagamine from right to left.

11) R-step back into L-zenkutsu-dachi. 
Hand switch. Fuso block strong (left).

12) High block middle, Low middle, High 
middle, Side back/right, Side front/left.

12) 5-strikes. Down front, Up back , Down 
front, Side back/right, Side front/left.

13) R step forward into R-zenkutsu-dachi. 
Slide switch. R side strike with bo front.

13) L-step back into R-zenkutsu-dachi. 
Hand switch. Fuso block weak side (left).

14) High block middle. R side of bo is 
pulled up and to L as defender hooks & 
pulls it out of the way.

14) R down strike with bo front. Hook 
attacker's bo under the left side and rotate 
up to the right. Thrust to ribs. KIAI

15) Rotate bo back to yoi behind R arm 
while stepping back right to musubi-dachi.

15) Rotate bo back to yoi behind R arm 
while stepping back right to musubi-dachi.
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